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CLUB NEWS
To Peter, G3YJI, and those members unfortunate enough to hear the episode on 2m last Saturday I offer my apologies. Choosing
the date of the AGM was a problem and Henry and I decided that the only fair way was to stick a pin in the calendar around the
end of February. Unfortunately, some of the shift-working members will have to miss out. If we attempt to arrange a date to
We readily accept the futility of attempting to please all of the people, etc,
suit everyone we'll still be at it next year.
If someone knows of one - and is prepared to make the arrangements for a
but there appears to be no satisfactory alternative.
Otherwise, information on the venue and exact time will be promulgated shortly.
venue, etc, please let us know.
Please complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it to Henry, 83810 in time for the AGM.
Henry is experimenting with a sophisticated microphone equaliser and will keep us informed of progress. If it is successful
there may be an opportunity for a club project.
Roger, G3KMA, is mulling over an idea for an Award of Excellence in three categories based on working ITU land Zones of which
there are 76. The scheme would provide for three awards:
1) For working all land Zones.
2) For working DXCC countries in the Zones.
3) For working Commonwealth countries in the Zones.
A starting level would be decided for issue of the award with endorsements up to the maximum number possible - along the lines
of 5BWAZ. Rules and criteria have yet to be formulated and, whilst CDXC is not officially involved, Roger would be pleased to
hear members views on the suggestion.

ODDS N'ENDS
Mr P. McDonald of the DTI RRD has revealed that discussions are at an advanced stage regarding the establishment of a standard
CEPT (Council of European Posts and Telecomms) amateur licence. If adopted, such a licence would remove the need for
reciprocal licensing arrangements between member countries and could lead to the adoption in the UK of the German power limits
- currently 750W on VHF. Requests by RSGB for an increase in power level have been held pending result of these discussions.
A revised UK licence schedule is due out in early 1984 and will be followed by a revised licence document.
(Ed: My ZL licence is a single sheet about the sire of a pound note. Maybe DTI could learn from our friends down under
Some of the submissions for discussion by Committee A at IARU Conference in April are interesting:
As it is becoming more and more difficult to obtain OSL cards from DX stations - and
OvSv:
the practice of using green stamps to 'buy" a card is morally inconsistent with the aims of
amateur radio - SWL cards confirming a contact should be accepted for awards, provided the
SWL card did not originate from the claimants country.
That the minimum requirement to establish a two-way radio contact is the exchange of
VERON:
the RS(T) signal reports between the stations involved.
'5' = Excellent
RSF:
A new signal report code to reflect the quality of SSB modulation.
signal with no distortion, '1' = Very big distortion, faithful reception of information is
practically impossible. (Ed: most USSR stations need a report below that!)
IRA:
Revision to the accepted form of 'roger" to include a code from 1 to 5 such that RI =
copy of 0% to 25% and R5 = copy 100%. Revision of the signal strength code such that SI to
S9 continues but the extra dBs over 9 are scrapped in favour of letters to continue the 6dB
graduations over 89. The revised scale becomes S1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H-I-J

THE DX SCENE
DXCC

Beginning in 1985 Honor Roll listings will only be updated in June and for your cailsign to appear in boldface in the
December DST it must have appeared in a previous list. In order to call yourself an Honor Roll member, and receive the lapel
pin, your call must have appeared in DST first. Last entries for this year by 31st March. Entries received 1st April and
later will not appear on the listing, nor will you receive your lapel pin, until JUNE 1985!!! This means Jack and Brendan
urgently require a VU7 card each!!!

ALBANIA

Reports received of LA2R being worked and Martii, OH2BH, who is involved with equipping the 2As with amateur
Several OHs will be visiting Albania shortly.
equipment, believes it might be genuine.

CLIPPERTON

Apparently the licensing authority expressed some concern at the percentage of non-French personnel taking part and
threatened to cancel the permit. After some negotiation by the French operators involved all is now OK.

AYES ISLAND

Latest rumour - dxpedition to commence about 1st March and last for 72 hrs.

ANDAMAN/LACCADIVES

During a long DSO with Ian, G4LJF, Gopal provided much information. They made 25,800 DSOs and 3 YLs are
The group used a TH6 on HF and S8220s on each band. Mainly wire antennas were
working full time to turn round DSL cards PD0.
used on LF but Gopal was very pleased with the performance of an 18AVO. Gopal has said that, although he has applied for an
Andaman licence for the last few years, it has always been refused point blank. However, this year the licensing department
have requested a report on the VU7WCY operation together with proof that the World's amateurs require contacts with Andaman
following which they will consider the matter. As a result, a letter, signed by Henry, on behalf of all CDXC members has been
sent to Gopal recording our appreciation for the excellent work done and assuring him of the desperate need for an early
operation from VU5. In view of the urgency of this matter draft copies were not circulated. A copy of the letter is available
from G4DY0 ;SAE please).
SKIM

Still nothing... MGM will be in the USA in March so the April date looks more promising.

SUITLAND ISLAND KADO/KH7S

Remember the fun surrounding this operation in Sept. 1982? FISLs are being despatched via the burp
The front depicts a skull and crossbones a la Jolly Roger (sic), and the legend on the reverse reads: The
!as promised).
Island surfaced for two days in the minds of Hers seeking a anew one - you cracked the pileup°. The cards are computerised
so those responsible are really keeping it to themselves.

CHINA

Kan, JA1BK, visits China March 16th-20th and hopes to be DRY from BY8AA on SSB. BY4AA reported 14222khz at 1300z.

MARIANAS

A new licensee is Max, KHOAG, reported around 14240khz at 0630z. DSL to: Box 1398, Saipan, CM 96950.

SPRATLY IS

Latest word from MCC desk is that status of 1SICK is still unknown. Interestingly, in Feb, 1984 issue of DST, in
the table of new/special prefixes, a1S1' is identified as 'Spratly Is., Philippines'.

FALKLAND IS

VP8KF, alias G3VPW, is now very DRY on HF. John told your Editor a few days ago that he hoped to be active on LF
shortly and, whilst not prepared to make skeds, realised that the best time to work UK would be at his sunset or our sunrise.
See SRSS tables below. DSL John to his G call.

DESECHED

DINS notes that permission was probably not obtained. Previous ops were apparently told that permission would be
granted only every 5-10 years.

CONGO

TWEE presently on vacation in France - returns to TN in March.

PRIBILOF IS

The HAC vote was stalemated and a re-vote may be called for.

PITCAIRN IS

Remember that Tom skeds DLGFL each Sunday on 40m around 0700z. Several reports have been received of EU stations
working him. Tom has just returned to VR6 following a European tour. What a pity no one new of it or we could have had a star
Her to a CDXC meeting - and presented him with a Merit Award.

BURMA

DF8MP/X2 is now DRT and back home. He was active quite openly from his home in Burma whilst engaged on a Government
Communications project. Some time ago the Germans said that he had permission to operate and that paperwork acceptable to ARRL
might be forthcoming on Heinz's departure from Burma. Heinz is now working on that.

GHANA
ANGOLA

9GIMG reported 14242 at 1105z and 9G1UF 7004 at 2152z. Not certain if the ban has been lifted yet.

OK3AL denies being manager for D2ASV which throws suspicion on that operation.

that one sounds dodgy as well.

EA202 was recently reported

15N

so

YASME AWARD

Is a very attractive certificate moulded into a wooden frame available free of charge to any amateur having
confirmed DSOs with 30 different YASME-sponsored DXpedition calls. 70 certificates have now beer issued by the custodian:
ONLY, Dick McKercher, RFD 1, Perry, IOWA 50220, USA.
Your Editor can provide those interested with a full set of acceptable calls (SAE please).

FAST CW

Frank Schwab, WGOK, in charge of organising a World Record CW Copying Contest for the Dayton Hamvention says there
may no be a contest this year as no one can agree or a format.
The existing record of 72.5 wpm was set by T. R. McElroy 45
years ago!

SILENT KEY DK2ST, who was signing 6W8IA and DK2ST/TJ has died in hospital in Cameroun following a car accident. OSLs for his
operations will be handled by DJSRT.

GRAY LINE
London sunrise and sunset:

12TH FEBRUARY, 1984

SR 0731:

SR and SS times for DX locations during UK darkness:
SR
VP8
VK6
YB
KL7
130
al

SS 17002

SS
2331

2156
2301
1805
1840
1756

H44
DU
UA0
KH6
ZK1
ZL8

-0216
0636
0728

SR

SS

1925
2230
2221
1704
-1724

0744

0421
0434
0640

WORKED IN EUROPE:
JX6BAA 1840khz 2230z.
JX6BAA 3795khz 1728z.
TZ2XN 7075khz 1900z.
VU2L0 3504khz
2102z.
ZS1CT 3504khz
2023z.
FB8WK 3506khz 0158z.
985JE 3797khz 2159.
ZL70Y 3790khz 1620.
AL7BL 7002khz 0815.
VE3BVD/DU6 7004khz 1501z.
9GIUF 7005khz 2152z.
HKOBKX 7010khz 0535z.
P29PR
7002khz
0835z.
FO8F0 7083khz
0808z.
3X4EX 3793khz 2212z.
TJIDS 3786khz 2200z.
C53AL 3793khz 2200z.

WATCH FOR.

Believed active now:

TZ2XN

N2EDQ/KH7

AH9AB

VK9ZW(Willis)

807A

LIDVILLE LIMERICK

A Der not knowing the call,
Entered a pile-up deep wall to wall,
After calling all day,
Much to his dismay,
He found he had worked Montreal.

In the next Newsletter a list of the holders of CDXC Merit Award will

be

printed.

Grateful thanks to DXNS, LIDXB, DRZDX, DX-NL, DXPress, Longskip.
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CLUB NEWS
All members should have received notification of date/time/venue. It would have been most difficult to find a venue in
We are all indebted to Roger for his kindness and let's hope t; -:at
the Heathrow area and Roger's offer was too good to refuse.
a satisfactory conclusion will be reached acceptable to all members. PLEASE ensure that Roger, Henry or Brendan know whether
you will attend.
Nothing like blowing our own trumpets.. . Many congratulations to Roger, G3KMA, on his appointment to the RSGB HF Committee.
That makes two CDXC members on the Committee - maybe we ought to consider an outright take-over? The recent note about CDXC
members' activities requires updating! There are four OSL Managers in the group. Peter, G3VIE, is the long serving European
manager for 224J5 and 1218P and Dave, G4GED, is negotiating to takeover as manager for T3OAT. In Dave's case, a complex
takeover is involved with many outstanding cards to be answered but it looks as if those missing a T30AT card will be assured
of one shortly.
Hearty congratulations to Dick, G3DOG, who has worked the magic 306 on the current list to qualify for Honor Roll. Seven CDXC
members now qualify.
Wants List Many thanks to Peter, G3YJI, for another excellent effort. PLEASE keep it handy when you are tuning the bands.
Two bells" costs nothing but may do a colleague a big favour.
5BWAZ
G4DY0 has at last received his 5BWAZ certificate and can attest to its' magnificence! Brendan hopes to visit Leo
Haijsman, W4KA, in April and will willingly take cards along for checking - providing all the paperwork is completed.
4M Roy, G3JEO, made a brief appearance on 4m recently and is working on converting a Pye base station for FM. We look forward
Members
to hearing more from Roy on '385 shortly. Tony, G3RUR is now fully DRY on 4m and John, G4PEO should be shortly.
either active on, or with partial 4m capability are:
G3COJ, 83810, G3JEO, G3MCS, G3OFW, G3PEC, G3RUR, G3VIE, 831JS, 83Y31, G3YMC, G4DYD, G4FXT, G4GED, G4LJF, G4PED.
That represents over 60% of the membership and about 80% of 'active' members.
DX LADDER Although little interest was shown in the CDXC HF ladder it is of interest to examine G3KMA's band scores on both
SS8 and CW (total in brackets are "current"):

AGM.

10

15

SSB

308(294)

CW

281(272)
316(298)

317(305)
319(303)
331(312)

TOTAL

20
317(306)
310(299)
329(313)

40
267(261)
271(263)
293(283)

80

209(206)
165(164)
219(216)

160
58(58)
85(84)
86(85)

Those members who are reluctant to
Of the entire total, only around 60 "slots" and about 30 band countries need confirming!
visit the low ends of the bands should be encouraged by Roger's achievements and it proves that there is at least as much DX
down there as on phone. Also, with rapidly declining sunspots, a lot of DX will show up on LF and a combination of moderate LF
aerials plus a basic ability to work CW will reap rewards during the coming few years. Members interested in achieving 5BDXCC,
5BWAZ or other awards requiring LF contacts are well advised to take advantage of the excellent conditions prevailing on LF.
Even 160m DXCC is not beyond the realms of possibility - but PLEASE respect licensing conditions regarding power limits on Top
Band. Obviously life is difficult with G ops restricted to virtually DRP but surely that makes the challenge more exciting?
Several complaints have reached DTI from foreign coastal stations about ORM from G stations and one has only to tune around
during a contest to realise that some Gs are stoking up linears on 160. Few CDXC ops are "top-band fanatics" but, hopefully,
those that are respect the regulations. Lets keep our operations on that band whiter than white.
Awards Manager Henry, G3GI0, has accepted Peter, G3YIE's offer of assistance with the admin side by passing over the job of
A full list of award
Awards Manager. Peter will be custodian of the Merit Award and maintain the register of recipients.
holders is printed below and Peter will accept nominations at any time prior to consultation with the membership at regular

intervals.
1. Roger Brown G3LOP
3. AI Fisher KID
5. Wolf Kiier 0E2VEL
7. James B. Smith VOWS

2.
4.
6.
8.

Geoff Watts
Dieter Konrad 0E2DYL
Eduard Turkovic OEIETA
Erik Sjolund SMOASD

9. Hans Hjelmstrol PDX 10. Baldur Drobnica DJ6SI
11.

Carl and Martha Henson 12. Iris and Lloyd Colvin

ODDS N'ENDS
18th April, 1984 has been established as 'World Radio Amateur's Day' by IARU. There are no guidelines, rules or operating
restrictions for the event by 2L2AMJ suggests that every amateur should try something new on that day. Perhaps a new mode or
band? Perhaps build something? Listen to a satellite? Exchange a greeting owith someone new? No prizes or awards but just
the chance to reflect that amateur radio is truly the best hobby and that the IARU is working very hard to retain our
taken-for-granted facilities. We should shortly be receiving forms from the licensing authority completion of which will
enable them to update and computerise the Amateur Radio Licensing system. Please return them ASAP.

THE DX SCENE
ALBANIA IA

Henry, G3GIQ, received a phone call from Bahri, DJOUJ, to advise that Martii, OH2BH, has been DRY from ZA within

the last few days.
Each DX publication has a different angle ranging from imminent commencement of Jim Smith's expedition to a
It is interesting to note that the the N1 Lands and Survey
slight chance of Jim Smith going in April - if finance permits.
letter to Dr Craig, leader of the expedition, specifically mentions JS: 'Enclosed are the necessary permits for your group to
The entry permit is granted on the understanding that the DX party will consist of Mr J. B. Smith of
visit Raoul Island.
Norfolk Island and 3 New Zealanders." HIDXA welcomes contributions via the usual channels (Henry, SIC in our case ,
Warwick, ZL8AFH, continues sporadic activity but the impression from ZL operators is that he is rot interested in Ming and far

KERMEDEC !LB

:

less in HF pile-ups.
YBOBZ2 makes business trips to Rangoon and has submitted an application there for a DXpedition from Indonesia to
Burma. The Director of Communications 'agrees with the idea, but the final decision lies with the military'. (Ed: we've heard
that before somewhere YBOBZZ had a letter from IARU region 3 supporting the idea and, if successful, will attempt an
operation in late Feb. DF8MP is rumoured to be returning to the German Embassy in Rangoon shortly.

BURMA XZ

HASDW
YI1DGD, your Ed
HIM appearing
'real rare spot

IRAQ YI

finishes his tour in Baghdad in March or April and although it was expected that he would build LF aerials for
was told by Saad recently that LF op would not be for maybe two months. However, reports have been received of
* * According to DX-Press HA5DW and Majid (of YI1BGD) may activate a
on 3505khz cw during the last week.
in the Middle East" soon.* *

Luis Suarez, 0A4KO, will operate from Churum Vena (Angel Falls), the highest waterfall (3212ft) in the
world, from 30 Mar to 1 April using call 4M5ARV/6 on usual BSB fregs and 10 up on cw. The waterfall, discovered by an aviator
named James Angel, has been seen from the top by only a few people who have braved the trek to Devil's Mountain Plateau. A

CHURUM VENA, VENEZUELA

special OSL wil be available from:
CHURUM-VENA Expedition, ARV, PO Box 3636, Caracas 1010-A, Venezuela.
FISL still via
Following rig problems, the XU boys are DRY again. Reported 14335 1200z Sunday, 14016 1100z.
The
Cambodian
Govt
will
permit
visitirJg
JAING who has logs up to October and appears to receive an up-date monthly.
amateurs to operate providing they obtain a permit through Khmer Radio Amateurs Association (KRAA). Calls issued will be XR

CAMBODIA XU

plus three letters.

LAOS 114

Despite wild rumours, no permission has been received to operate. The JAs have written to the Government but, as of

first week in Feb, had received no reply.
Rumours persist about an operation from Bouvet or Peter 1st Island around March 8th. If Peter 1st is activated it
A well known DX op
will become country No. 316 but the LA licensing authority denies issuing a 3Y license for 1984
has plans afoot for Peter 1st but not just yet (and it's not G4LJF!).

BOUVET 3Y

HONDURAS HR

John, HR3JJR, went ORT at the end of 1983 after 29 years in Honduras. Your Ed worked John many times and his

call will be missed. One could be sure of a card from John. Watch for him from his native GM.
VE7DRO/VE8 working G4DY0 12th Feb on 20m will be ORV until May from Alert. Doug has antennas for all bands and says
he has been and will continue to be vy DRY on 40 and 80m. There is virtually no daylight at Alert and he knows the right times

ZONE 2

for working EU.

SOUTH COOK ZK1

YEW is DRY as IK1X0 from Raratonga preferring low band cw. QSL to VE3XJ.

IVORY COAST TU

TU2NW, Tom, goes ORT in June having been reassigned to S. Africa.

Operation by PAOVDV/PJ2 all bands, mainly CW, 17th Feb to March 12th - 25 up on 10,15,20 and at the bottom of 40
and 80. OSL to home call.

CURACAO P32
YASME

Lloyd and Iris expect to operate from CP for another 2 weeks and then travel to CEOA followed by CEOZ.

K2FJ departs Feb 18th for several days operation from KHB followed by 2.5 weeks as 5W1DR. Che:.
14030, 052, 21030, 052, 28010 CW and 14145, 230, 21240, 335, 28490, 580 SOB.
OSL to: Ken Palmer K2FJ, 12750 Williston Road, East Aurora, NY 14052, USA.

K2F3 PACIFIC EXPEDITION

SABLE IS During his operation 26-27 January, VE1CBK used the incorrect call CYOSAB. Canada's DoC has issued the call CY9SA0
for all ops from Sable.
Temporary GSLs have already been received for the first VU7 operation but proper ones are expected to be

LACCADIVES VU7
despatched shortly.

Dave, K4TT, just returned to US after 3 years in Malawi,
VU2GDG inviting loan of 160m gear for Andaman op (!)
Only
pre-ban
licencees
are
permitted
viz. 787AE and 707LW but only the latter is
was unable to get a licence.
YBOARA
has
a
2-el
beam on 80m and is thinking of upgrading to
No 160m operation is permitted from KX6
operational
FB8YK (AV
FBBWK working on 160m antenna
VU2JXO
will
be
ORV
1950khz
during
forthcoming
CO
160m
contests
4-els!
Clipperton
0SLs
to
YASME
TWEE cards OK for DXCC
14030 1100z

DX TRAS
-

GRAY LINE
Latest information from IARU indicates that 160m operation is prohibited in these countries: ON, HA, I, OD, EL, 3A, CN, YO,
9L, TA, V3, CE, S2, 302 and DU. (Obviously account is not taken of special licences for contests, etc) A W station in Boston
is up to 119 acceptable confirmations.
London sunrise and sunset:

SS 17242

SR 07061

25TH FEBRUARY, 1984

SR and SO times for DX locations during UK darkness:

SR
VP8
YVO
CEOA
PJ2
-KW
ZK1N -H44 1927
-KH6
VS5 2233
3B8 0212

SR

SO
2259
2214
0154
2244
0543
0451
0740
0427
--

TI9
VR6
PJ7
807
5W
T30
T2
ZL8
DU
VK6

--0121
1744
1846
1816
1736
2224
2208

SS
2353
0311
2213
-0603
0645
0627
0627

NB. Dashes indicate no path available during UK darkness.

VR6TC 7049khz
JEBBR 7086khz 0322z.
KL7GKY 1860khz 0700z.
2200z.
3794khz
9053E
WOG/LP
HP3FL :7961nz 0113z.
H44IA 3794khz 1952z.
JT1AO 3794khz 1940z.
ZP7CO 7090khz 0723z.
0749:.
(r1RBF 7090khz 0818:.
VR6TC 7048khz 0 7 18:.
VR6TC 7045khz 0803:.
TNBAJ 7002khz 1637:.
7007khz 0722z.
HC8ZW 7074khz 0323:.

WORKED IN EUROPE:

TT8GM by TLBGE
5WIDC by DL1VU
K4FW!VP2K
3X4EX
T310S
Believed active now: A6XYB by W6EYB
PA0VDV/P.12
N1CWH/TI9
Colvins
from
ZP
ZKIMA/XL
N.
Cook
BOW
K2FJ/KH8
P47LTA by K4LTA es XVI N4FKO

WATCH FOR'

TT8PF(14020 and 14110)

MORE SAEs PLEASE

TZ2XN

G5KW15N0

if you wish to receive future editions

G3JEO, G3LQP, G3PEC, G4PEO.

Grateful thanks to: DXNS, LIDXB, TDXD, ORZDX, DX-NL, DXPress, The DXers Magazine (W4BPD).

